Our Online trading platforms are growing everyday due to their ease of use and
eager to please customer support! Rather than having to wait to get somebody on the
phone to place a trade, traders have the ability to place trades directly themselves. An
important aspect that makes our online trading department different from most others is
that we offer a variety of online platforms to meet the needs of practically any trader!
Why settle for any online trading platform, when you can select the one that best suits
your likes, and needs?

Platform Selections
Our Firetip software offers the end-user the ability to see streaming quotes on the
many electronic contracts that the platform offers. Customers can enter and exit the
market in the matter of seconds because of the direct access to the exchanges that this
platform offers.
The CQG platforms provides the end-user the ability to place trades in all
commodities 24 hours day/7 days a week (during market hours). Additionally it also
allows a trader to receive streaming real time quotes and charts (market data fees may
apply).
Our last platform, QST, offers the customer the ability to trade through a web browser.
This is particularly useful for customers who are traveling and need to trade in a mobile style.

Additional Services
Along with the software we also provide traders with a first rate help desk, order
desk and back office service. For technical support, assistance with placing trades,
traders can call our help desk. To place trades in the event of an emergency, questions
about the status of orders and general market knowledge, traders can utilize our order
desk. If there is an issue with a trade showing incorrectly or a trade not being displayed
at all, our back office experts can quickly solve it. In addition, our back office can also
provide support on any margin questions that traders may have.

Meet Eric Oblon
Eric Oblon, is our senior Internet Trading Platform Consultant. He’s very bright, knows
computers backwards and forwards, and is very personable. His main function is to
help any client in installing, using, and trouble shooting any problems with any of
our trading platforms. You’ll find Eric a pleasure to deal with!
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Account Setup
Your account can be setup within one day. If necessary, we would be more than
happy to answer any questions you have before hand.
For any questions about trading online, including help in deciding which platform is
best for you with your broker or (ULF at ( 
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